
Sheaths that Secure 
 

In proofing a trilogy of novels I have been writing, collectively called The Shangrillan 
Artifacts, I noticed a passage in part five that seemed to come from a Sunday with Sensei’s 

Journal. I am borrowing it to put in that journal with some late modifications to make it 
appropriate for martial artists. 

 

Late in life, we are concerned with our inner organs, worried that they may be 

malfunctioning out of sight of our watchful eyes; but, in our self-centered earlier years, we think 

of our body’s exterior rather than its interior. We more often subject our bodily sheaths to 

grooming, cleansing, and primping so that they will remain pleasant both to others and ourselves. 

Our sheaths not only protect us, but they are the We that we see. We are upset if our skins 

become too dry or too moist, pimple or peel. We panic if we slice ourselves or even break a nail. 

We sheath our skins in clothes and protect them against the elements. We protect that which 

protects us. 

Cars, houses, and even governments are also sheaths that secure. We may take our cars 

for granted until a window is broken thus no longer protects us from the elements. We may take 

our roof for granted until a nasty storm comes along and it springs a leak. We may take our 

government for granted until we need a cop, a court, or some civil defense. 

I inspect the saya (scabbard) every time I clean my katana (Japanese sword). Sheaths that 

secure can look attractive, as do cars and houses, but their condition is ultimately more important 

than their looks. If your car ‘s window does not close, dirt and road debris can blow into your 

face. If your roof leaks, your head will be the victim of the elements. If your saya is cracked, the 

blade can get rusty and your hand may be the next victim of your sword draw.  

Our martial arts are our sheaths against personal attack and against our own weaknesses. 

Secure with our sheaths, our arts seem to serve their purpose without much attention. But if we 

are the weapons and the arts we study are the sheaths, how do we maintain that which protects 

us?  

The school protects that which protects us. But the school is not simply a dojo, dojang, or 

kwoon; rather, the school is our very training in the arts. There are two types of training: 

practice, that is, physically perfecting movements, and learning, that is, understanding what 

deserves the effort of practice and why. When we train the same way every session, when we 

represent our arts with the standard techniques, kata, and general skills that we were taught as a 

white belt, we think we are maintaining the sheath that secures the weapon. Perhaps. And 

perhaps, we are simply wearing it out. 



A well-maintained saya will last a long time without any modifications short of some 

cleaning. It will keep the blade secure. If we never do anything else but maintain the saya, 

however, the blade will still rust. We not only need to maintain the sheaths that secure, we need 

to work the blade outside the sheath and that means polishing ourselves with a mild abrasive 

once in a while. 

This is difficult for a martial artist to do without endangering the sword or without 

crossing an ethical barrier, but do it we must. Practice and train. Clean and polish. These are the 

disciplines of traditional budo and the way we keep ourselves and our creations secure.  

 

 

 


